
Attendee Packet
Your Workshop packet is a beautifully 
designed envelope that contains the 
“Companion Newspaper” and “Design 
CD-ROM “ for each Workshop Episode.

Sewing Caddy
This in the hoop project is practical 
and exclusive to the workshop! 
Featuring our beautiful hand-
stitch design, the extra thick top 
stitches create a striking result 
made easy by your embroidery 

machine. We used scraps of 
jeans for the folded fabric 
sections which is a great 
way to up-cycle old jeans. 
After you create the folded 

fabric block, a few extra steps sew this 
caddy together all in the hoop. This unique 
and practical project will be the envy of all 
your sewing friends. 

Block Into Bag
This workshop exclusive features our wonderful 
doodles! We have had many requests for designs 

similar to the doodles drawn in these workshop 
packets, so we decided to make them. This 
zippered bag project showcases the fun doodle 
block but you can use any quilt block from our 
Mix & Match Quilting collections. This bag is 
lined and made entirely in the hoop, making it 
a fast and easy project. Make one or an entire 
matching set with any other Mix & Match 
Quilt Blocks you like.
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Checkbook Cover
Create a fun and stylish checkbook cover in the hoop! 
This exclusive project features our peek-a-boo cutwork 
technique which allows you to use fun pops of fabric. The 
pockets and backing fabric are added in the hoop, making 
this a fast and easy project. These designs even match our 
Blossom Bag collection so you can make a matching set 
for any occasion. 
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Learning new embroidery techniques has never been easier!
At the Anita Embroidery Workshop you will participate in a hands on embroidery team sewing environment. 
Hands on projects from the episode can vary depending on the dealers choice of projects.  

All new Workshop video format that is like a TV show that showcases techniques and segments with the project instructions. 
You will receive a Full color printed Newspaper with step-by-step tutorials, product ads and photos of samples from some of our 
collections to help inspire you.


